The Coming of the Arabs to the Sudan
lands eminently suited to their camels and sheep—at this
time they probably owned no cattle—and when they were
able to sample the promised land they found themselves
upon familiar ground among familiar conditions. Most of
them therefore stayed there with their beasts ; but others,
pressing further afield, acquired cattle—the tsetse fly
would not have let the camel live, even were other con-
ditions favourable—and took up their abode between the
negroes of the south and the camel and sheep-owners of
the north.
But the lure of pasturage was not the only induce-
ment to the Arab to move into the Sudan. For the first
200 years or so after the conquest of Egypt its rulers were
themselves Arabs, and so understood Arabs and their
ways. I would ask you to let me quote to you Doughty's
description of them : " The destitute Beduw in their idle
tents ... if any blame them they answer in this
pensive humour: c Aha, truly the Aarab are behdim,
brute beasts ; mas&ktn . . . kutaat ghranem, dubbush,
a drove of silly sheep, a mixed herd of small cattle ;
juhdl, ignorant wretches ; mejdnfn lunatic folk ; affintn,
corrupt to rottenness ; Jiardmiyeh, law-breakers, thieves ;
kuffdr, heathen men ; miihil el seyd, like the fallow
beasts, scatterlings in the wilderness, and not having
human understanding/ And when they have said all,
they will add, for despite, of themselves, * Wellah, el
Aarab kilab, and the nomads are hounds, God knoweth/
But some will make a beggarly vaunt of themselves,
* The Aarab are jinnies and shayatfn,' that is witty
fiends to do a thing hardily and endure the worst, without
fear of God."
By the middle of the 9th century the Arabs, who had
been encouraged by circumstances to migrate from Arabia
tribe by tribe or section by section, were numerically
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